
KYIV, Ukraine: Hundreds of Ukrainian towns were
cut off from electricity on Monday by Russian
attacks against critical infrastructure and deadly
kamikaze drone strikes in Kyiv, Ukraine said.
Moscow is thought to be trying to counter weeks of
battlefield losses by waging a punitive policy of
damaging energy facilities before winter in a move
that President Vladimir Putin hopes will weaken
Ukrainian resistance in the eight-month war.

Ukraine branded the swarm of attacks, which the
presidency said killed three people in Kyiv, as an act
of desperation with a senior official demanding that
Russia be excluded from the G20, which is to hold a
summit in a month.

Russia launched five strikes in Kyiv and against
critical infrastructure in the central Dnipropetrovsk
and northeast Sumy regions, knocking out electrici-
ty to hundreds of towns and villages, said Ukrainian
Prime Minister Denys Shmygal.

“Hundreds of settlements were cut off as a result
of the attack,” he said. Temperatures across Ukraine
were forecast at between 11 and 17 degrees Celsius
(52 to 63 degrees Fahrenheit) on Monday. Ukrainian
regional officials said the strikes in Sumy killed at
least three people. The Russian army said it hit “all”
its targets, having aimed “high-precision and long-
range ... weapons at military command and control
facilities and the energy systems of Ukraine”.

An AFP journalist saw drones swooping low over
a central district of Kyiv as police tried to shoot
them down with automatic weapons and smoke rose
from explosions across the city. 

‘Hitting us every Monday’ 
“They seem to be hitting us every Monday now,”

said taxi driver Sergiy Prikhodko, who was waiting
for a fare near the central train station in Kyiv. “It’s
a new way of starting the week,” he told AFP.
Kyrylo Tymoshenko, a senior official at the
Ukrainian presidency, said emergency workers res-
cued 19 people from the rubble, including an elder-
ly woman.

The presidency put the
death toll at three in Kyiv.
Kyiv mayor Vitali
Klitschko said a residen-
tial building in the central
Shevchenkivsky district of
the capital was hit, spark-
ing a fire and damaging
several buildings.

The dead included one
woman, he said, posting
also a picture of what he
called the charred wreckage of one kamikaze
drone-loitering munitions that can hover while
waiting for a target to attack. The attack comes
exactly a week after Russia missiles rained down
on Kyiv and other cities on October 10 in the
biggest wave of strikes in months. Those attacks
killed at least 19 people, wounded 105 others and
sparked an international outcry.

‘Expelled’ from G20 
Air raid sirens sounded in Kyiv shortly before

the first explosion at around 6:35 am (0335 GMT),
followed by sirens across most of the country.
“Kamikaze drones and missiles are attacking all of
Ukraine. The enemy can attack our cities, but it
won’t be able to break us,” President Volodymyr
Zelensky said.

“Those who give orders to attack critical infra-
structure, to freeze civilians and organize total
mobilisation to cover the frontline with corpses,

cannot sit at the same
table with leaders of (the)
G20,” senior presidential
aide Mykhaylo Podolyak
said.

In a statement on social
media, he called for Russia
to be “expelled from all
platforms”. The head of
the national railways,
Alexander Kamyshin, con-
firmed attacks “near” the

capital’s central rail hub.
“We need more air defence systems and as soon

as possible. More weapons,” Zelensky’s chief of
staff, Andriy Yermak, said on social media. “It
shows their desperation,” he wrote of the Russians.
In Moscow, the city’s mayor Sergei Sobyanin
announced that Russian army draft offices would
close from Monday, saying the Kremlin’s mobilisa-
tion quotas to recruit reservists to fight in Ukraine
had been completed in the capital.

“The tasks of the partial  mobil isation”-

announced just over a month ago-in the city had
been “completed in full,” Sobyanin said on his
website.

NATO drills 
On Monday, NATO launched regular nuclear

deterrence drills in western Europe, which were
planned before Russia invaded Ukraine, rejecting
calls to scrap the exercises after Putin ratcheted up
veiled threats to launch a nuclear attack.

The exercises will involve US B-52 long-range
bombers, and up to 60 aircraft in total will take
part in training flights over Belgium, the United
Kingdom and the North Sea. In Geneva, new UN
rights chief Volker Turk voiced alarm about
Monday’s fresh Russian attacks, insisting that civil-
ians must be protected.

“Any escalation in warfare is deeply troubling to
us,” Turk told reporters in Geneva on his first day
on the job. “It is absolutely important that civilian
objects, civilians, are not targeted”, he said.

In the south, Ukrainian troops have been push-
ing closer and closer to the large city of Kherson,
just north of Crimea. Kherson is one of four regions
in Ukraine that Moscow recently claimed to have
annexed, and the city of Kherson was the first
major city to fall after the Kremlin launched its
invasion in February.

Washington last week announced a new $725-
million package that brings the total US military
assistance to Ukraine to $17.6 billion since the
Russian invasion began on February 24. — AFP
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KYIV, Ukraine: Ukrainian firefighters work on a destroyed building after a drone attack in Kyiv on October 17, 2022, amid the Russian invasion of Ukraine. —AFP

Hundreds of settlements cut off as a result of the attack

Drones strike Kyiv, towns without power
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Eight killed in 
prison fire amid 
Iran protests
PARIS: Eight Iranian inmates were killed in a fire
that raged through Tehran’s Evin prison, the judici-
ary said Monday, doubling the official toll from the
blaze that further stoked tensions one month into
protests sparked by the death of Mahsa Amini.

Authorities in the Islamic republic have blamed
the fire late Saturday on “riots and clashes” among
prisoners, but human rights groups said they doubt-
ed the official version of events and also feared the
real toll could be even higher.

The judiciary authority’s website Mizan Online
said Monday that four Evin prison inmates injured
in the fire had died in hospital, after reporting the
previous day an initial toll of four dead from smoke
inhalation.

Gunshots and explosions were heard during the
dramatic blaze from inside the complex, according
to social media footage, while state media broad-
cast images of the aftermath with areas gutted by
the flames.

Iranian authorities have accused “thugs” of
torching a prison clothing depot and reported
clashes between prisoners, and then between
inmates and guards who intervened to put an end
to the violence.

Hundreds of the protesters arrested in recent
weeks have been sent to Evin, infamous for the ill-
treatment of political prisoners, which also holds
foreign detainees and thousands jailed on criminal
charges.

The official IRNA news agency, citing a Tehran
prosecutor, said the clashes had “nothing to do with
the recent unrest”, while Mizan said that all those
who died had been convicted of robbery.

But Oslo-based group Iran Human Rights (IHR)
said it “rejects” the official account, given the “long
history of concealing facts” in the Islamic republic.

It said it had “received reports that special forces
were deployed to incite prisoners and set the
grounds for a crackdown” and called for a UN-
backed international investigation to establish the
facts. The fire came after four weeks of protests
over the death of 22-year-old Amini, following her
arrest for allegedly violating Iran’s strict dress code
for women.

The wave of demonstrations has turned into a
major anti-government movement, confronting
Iran’s clerical leadership with one of its biggest
challenges since the ousting of the shah in 1979.

At least 122 people have been killed in the crack-
down on the Amini protests, and at least 93 more
died in separate clashes in Zahedan, Sistan-
Baluchestan province, according to an updated toll
published by IHR. — AFP

TEHRAN, Iran: A picture obtained from the Iranian Mizan
News Agency on October 16, 2022 shows damage
caused by a fire in the notorious Evin prison, northwest
of the Iranian capital Tehran. —AFP

Khan wins big 
in Pakistan 
by-election
ISLAMABAD, Pakistan: Former Pakistan prime
minister Imran Khan won six of eight national
assembly seats he stood for in a weekend by-elec-
tion, unofficial results showed Monday, a vote he
has called a referendum on his popularity.

The by-election is the latest twist in months of
political wrangling that began before Khan’s April
ouster via a no-confidence vote, and comes as the
nation grapples with the aftermath of devastating
monsoon floods that left a third of the country
under water.

“He defeats many”, trumpeted the front-page
banner headline on the Daily Times newspaper,
echoing the tone of local media coverage which
called it a personal victory for the former interna-
tional cricket star. It was, however, an effective net
loss for his Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) party,
which had previously held all eight seats.

Individuals can stand in multiple constituencies
in Pakistan elections and choose which to forfeit if
they win more than one, but it is rare for a candi-
date to contest as many as Khan. The 70-year-old
has attempted to disrupt Pakistan’s political process
since his April ouster when he ordered all his law-
makers to give up their seats, leaving no PTI mem-
bers in the National Assembly.

The Electoral Commission has so far called by-
elections in only eight of the dozens of constituencies
and PTI chiefs have said Khan will not take up any of
the winning seats, triggering further elections. He has
also vowed to soon announce the date of a “long
march” of his supporters on the capital to pressure
the government to announce an earlier national elec-
tion than that scheduled for October next year.

Khan regularly holds rallies drawing tens of
thousands across the country, giving fiery speeches
criticising state institutions-including the powerful
military-for allegedly conspiring to topple his gov-
ernment. “Winning six out of eight seats in the face
of a combined opposition is not something small,”
said Imtiaz Gul, an analyst from the Center for
Research and Security Studies in Islamabad.

“It underlines a reality which may be bitter for
the entire ruling alliance... Imran Khan’s narrative is
still galvanising many people across the country.”
PTI loyalist Fawad Chaudhry, Khan’s former infor-
mation minister and main spokesman, said the gov-
ernment must take notice of the weekend’s results.

“The people have actually decided in favour of
fresh elections,” he said on ARY TV. Khan rode to
power in 2018 on a populist platform promising
social reforms, religious conservatism and a fight
against corruption, overturning decades of rule by
two feuding political dynasties interspersed with
military takeovers. —AFP

KARACHI: A female voter casts her ballot at a polling
station during the by-election for national assembly
seats, in Karachi. —AFP


